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Beam-Forming and Beam-Steering Capabilities of a Reconfigurable Plasma Antenna Array

Anuar D. J. Fernandez-Olvera, Davide Melazzi, and Vito Lancellotti

Abstract—We present the numerical parametric study of a reconfigurable plasma antenna array (PAA) composed of a metallic half-wavelength dipole and a set of cylindrical plasma discharges arranged in a planar square lattice. Our results, obtained with the linear embedding via Green’s operators (LEGO) method, indicate that beam-forming and beam-steering functionality can be achieved and controlled by appropriately choosing the number and position of the active plasma discharges around the dipole. Furthermore, we show that an external static magnetic field and the plasma density have a noticeable effect on the radiation pattern of the antenna.

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, antennas have been defined as metallic or dielectric structures able to generate or receive electromagnetic (EM) waves [1, 2], and antenna design has focused on choosing the appropriate geometry, size, array configurations, and materials to achieve, for instance, a desired radiation pattern (RP). Recently, there has been a growing interest in the use of plasma discharges [3–7] as passive or active antenna elements because the latter have potential advantages over conventional metallic antennas. Most notably, plasma discharges can be employed to build reconfigurable structures with low radar cross section. In particular, a Gaseous Plasma Antenna (GPA) consists of a plasma discharge confined in a dielectric tube which may come in different shapes, e.g., loops or rods. On the other hand, depending on the intended application, the plasma can be generated by feeding EM power through various methods, e.g., direct-current (DC) discharge or Radio Frequency (RF) surface-waves [8, 9].

A GPA can transmit and receive EM waves similarly to a metallic antenna [10], when the plasma tube is energized and the antenna is driven at a frequency smaller than the plasma frequency [11]. In fact, it has been shown that the performance of a GPA is equivalent to that of a metallic counterpart in every respect [12]. However, GPAs have received attention and stimulated research for some distinctive characteristics of theirs such as being transparent to incoming EM waves whose frequency is greater than the plasma frequency [5] as well as the possibility to be reconfigured electrically — rather than mechanically — with respect to frequency, gain and beam-width. Reconfiguration capabilities stem from the accurate control of the plasma density and, if present, an applied magneto-static field $B_0$ [13–15]. What’s more, GPAs designed to operate in a given range of frequencies are virtually unaffected by GPAs which are intended to work at lower frequencies; as a result, GPAs of different types can be stacked to form arrays while reducing or eliminating co-site interference.

A Plasma Antenna Array (PAA) is an aggregate of GPAs and possibly conventional metallic elements [16–18]. In addition to the advantages of baseline GPAs, PAAas can afford multi-beam operation, beam-steering, and better directivity. Also, an array of plasma discharges surrounding a radiating element — which can be either metallic or a GPA — effectively realizes a “plasma blanket”
of sorts that can be used to shield unwanted incoming EM waves or to open “windows” in suitable positions so as to let outward EM waves through [19, 20]. In such configurations, the control of the RP and the beam is based upon the state (on or off) of the discharges and the plasma properties thereof as well as the interaction between the plasma window and the incident EM wave.

In conventional antenna arrays the direction and the width of the main lobe is determined, to a large extent, by the relative positions of the elements and the RP thereof [2]. Still, the overall RP of the array can be controlled by adjusting amplitude and progressive phase difference of the excitation of the elements [1]. Moreover, with the so-called scanning arrays, the main beam can in principle be squinted continuously and dynamically, provided the phase shifting is realized electronically [21, 22]. Finally, in modern high-capacity wireless communication infrastructures, the antenna arrays employed in cellular base stations must be able to adaptively change the direction of maximum gain while selectively placing nulls in the RP [1]. This feature, known as beam-forming, is realized by means of feeding networks endowed with signal-processing algorithms that compute the excitation coefficients of the array elements on the fly [1], and this approach remains the best option for realizing elaborate reconfigurable RPs.

Nevertheless, it has also been shown that PAAs can provide simple beam-forming and beam-steering capabilities [17, 18, 20], and in this paper we report on the numerical analysis of a PAA that combines an intrinsically non-directive antenna — a dipole — with a set of plasma discharges [16]. We refer to the resulting device as a reconfigurable PAA because the RP — chiefly the direction and the width and the intensity of the main lobe — can be modified by selectively switching on and off the plasma discharges as well as by controlling the plasma properties. More specifically, the PAA under investigation is composed of a standard metallic half-wavelength dipole antenna surrounded by \( N_p = 32 \) identical finite-size plasma discharges which are generated and confined in cylindrical glass canisters. The plasma discharges are arranged in a \( 6 \times 6 \) square lattice with the dipole placed at the center of the square. In the light of the square symmetry, we expect that the PAA can direct the main lobe in four angular sectors of \( 90^\circ \), each corresponding with one side of the square; this means the PAA performs as a sectoral array [1]. Furthermore, we show that, within a given angular sector, the maximum gain can be adjusted by varying the position and the number of the active plasma discharges. However, also the plasma parameters, such as the density, have a noticeable effect on the RP [13, 23]. For instance, an external static or quasi-static magnetizing field \( B_0 \) — which makes the plasma anisotropic and non-reciprocal — can be used to additionally fine-tune the squint of the beam. Finally, since the PAA comes naturally decomposed into well-separated parts (the discharges and the dipole), to solve this EM problem numerically we have employed the linear embedding via Green’s operators (LEGO) method [24, 25] combined with the electric field integral equation (EFIE) [26], as the latter approach can efficiently handle the wave scattering from an aggregate of objects with limited translational symmetry.

Although accounts of experimental and theoretical work on GPAs and PAAs can be found in literature, the specific configuration of dipole antenna and plasma discharges addressed in this paper is different for many a reason. In [3], for instance, a single plasma tube was used as a radiating element in the frequency range between 3 and 50 MHz, whereas the antenna of concern here relies on an array of discharges to realize a plasma blanket around a conventional dipole which is the true source of EM waves in the microwave regime. In [4], the Author proposed an agile plasma mirror (i.e., a planar plasma layer) for steering the beam of a directive antenna; in fact, much emphasis was laid on the theoretical and practical aspects of the plasma generation. Conversely, in this work, we concern ourselves with the beam-steering performance of the PAA while assuming the plasma blanket consists of preformed plasma discharges.

An extensive report on various configurations of GPAs and PAAs was presented in [5], where the Authors discussed, among others, a cylindrical arrangement of fluorescent lamps around a 1.7-GHz transmitter and in front of an 8-GHz transmitting horn antenna. The focus was on demonstrating the ability of the plasma blanket to block incoming EM waves at the lower frequency and to let through signals at the higher frequency. In this paper, we take advantage of the shielding properties of plasma and, through numerical analysis, show that the PAA can direct the EM waves produced by the dipole towards desired controllable directions.

In [6], the Authors proposed a leaky-wave antenna based on a plasma layer generated in a silicon substrate, and showed that scanning of the beam can be obtained by controlling the plasma density. The antenna under study in this paper differs for the nature of the plasma — gaseous versus solid-state
— and for the geometry — fully 3-D versus planar. A circular arrangement of non-magnetized plasma discharges was theoretically investigated in [17]; the Authors assumed infinitely-long circular tubes and an elementary line current as the primary source of EM waves. By contrast, in this paper we consider a practical source of EM waves — a dipole — and magnetized discharges the length of which is comparable to that of the dipole, whereby the assumption of infinitely-long tubes cannot be invoked. In this regard, our analysis indicates that the finite length of the tubes does have an effect on the RP of the PAA. Moreover, in [17] the Authors obviate the influence that the plasma discharges may have on other antenna parameters such as the impedance. This is a topic we investigate, since the impedance is fundamental in the design process.

Lastly, circular and square arrangements of discharges were experimentally investigated in [19] and [20], respectively. In either paper, the Authors considered a single tier of off-the-shelf fluorescent lamps surrounding a quarter-wavelength monopole on a ground plane. In this work, on the other hand, the dipole is fenced by two tiers of plasma tubes, and the effect of the plasma parameters is explored by means of a suitable dispersion model for the permittivity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we outline the mixed LEGO-EFIE approach and describe the modelling of the PAA, whereas in Section 2.3 we introduce the macroscopic description of the plasma by means of a dyadic permittivity. In Section 2.4 we consider the numerical solution of the LEGO-EFIE functional equation with the Method of Moments (MoM) and the eigencurrents [24, 26, Section 5], and elaborate on the convergence of the desired observable quantities as a function of the number of eigencurrents. Finally, in Section 3.1 we analyze the beam-forming and beam-steering capabilities of the PAA by considering RP and gain function, whereas the effect of the plasma discharges on the antenna impedance and radiated power is addressed in Section 3.2. A time dependence in the form of \(\exp(j\omega t)\) for fields and sources is assumed and suppressed throughout.

## 2. ANTENNA MODELLING AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION WITH LEGO-EFIE

### 2.1. Domain Decomposition with Mixed LEGO-EFIE

In the LEGO setup [24–26], we model an aggregate of \(N_D\) identical anisotropic objects by defining as many simple-shaped EM “bricks” \(D_k\), \(k = 1, \ldots, N_D\), each one enclosing an object and characterized through a scattering operator \(S_{kk}\). We then account for the multiple scattering that occurs between \(D_k\) and \(D_n\), \(n \neq k\), by means of the transfer operators \(T_{kn}\) and \(T_{nk}\). With these ingredients, we can formally describe the EM response of \(N_D\) bricks by means of the total scattering operator \(S\), viz.,

\[
S := (\text{diag} \{ S_{kk}^{-1} \}) - T)^{-1},
\]

where \(T\) is the \(N_D \times N_D\) abstract matrix of transfer operators given explicitly in [27, Eq. (6)]. Lastly, we introduce the operators \((P_{AO})_k\) and \((T_{OA})_k\) to describe the multiple scattering between \(D_k\) and the metallic parts, when present. It can be shown that the radiation from a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) antenna in the presence of the LEGO bricks is governed by a modified EFIE [26], namely,

\[
\eta_1 (L_A + P_{AO}ST_{OA}) J_A = -[E_A^\text{gs}]_{\text{tan}}, \quad \text{on } S_A,
\]

where \(S_A\) is the total surface of the PEC elements, \(J_A\) the equivalent electric surface current thereon, and \(\eta_1 = (\mu_1/\varepsilon_1)^{1/2}\) denotes the intrinsic impedance of the background medium (\(\Omega\)). Aside from an immaterial normalization factor, \(L_A\) represents the standard EFIE operator on \(S_A\) [26, Eq. (16)], while \(P_{AO}\), \(T_{OA}\) are abstract \(1 \times N_D\) and \(N_D \times 1\) vectors with operator entries \((P_{AO})_k\), \((T_{OA})_k\). Finally, \([E_A^\text{gs}]_{\text{tan}}\) is the impressed field supplemented by the external generator in the delta-gap approximation of the antenna port [26, Eq. (14)]. Once \(J_A\) and the equivalent surface currents over the bricks’ boundaries have been computed, we can obtain the input impedance and the radiated fields.

The overall reliability of (1) and (2) and the correctness of the code implementing the LEGO approach along with the numerical solution (see Section 2.4) was tested in [24–26] by making crosschecks between results of the method employed and alternative methods of computation for the same quantities.

### 2.2. LEGO Model of the Plasma Antenna Array

To apply the LEGO-EFIE method to the antenna problem mentioned in Section 1, we define \(N_D\) cuboidal bricks \(\partial D_k\), \(k = 1, \ldots, N_D\), (Fig. 1(a)) each one enclosing a cylindrical plasma discharge...
(Fig. 1(b)). In this way, various configurations of the PAA can be examined by simply changing the number of bricks $N_D \leq 32$ in the model, as explained further on. The background medium (➀) in which the dipole and the plasma discharges exist, is free space ($\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_0$), and hence the host medium (➁) that pads the inside of a brick is free space as well ($\varepsilon_2 = \varepsilon_1$). Moreover, since the permittivity of the glass canisters which contain the plasma is approximately the same as that of free space and, in any case, is far smaller than the permittivity of the plasma (medium ➂), we can safely exclude the canisters from the numerical model. For the sake of simplicity, other metallic parts (e.g., excitation circuits of the plasma discharges) are not considered either, although the LEGO approach would allow doing so.

The cylindrical region occupied by a plasma discharge is 10 cm high and has a diameter of 3 cm. The discharges are arranged in a planar square lattice, so that the distance between the axes of two neighboring cylindrical discharges is 6 cm. This is also the length of the shorter edge of a brick, while the height thereof is 14 cm (Fig. 1(a)). Finally, the half-wavelength dipole is 6 cm long, has a radius of 0.1 cm, and is placed at the center of the cluster of discharges, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The dipole is energized with $V_G = 1$ V (see [26, Eq. (14)]) at the operational frequency $f = 2.27$ GHz.

Shown in Fig. 1(c) is the LEGO model relevant to the special case where all the $N_D = 32$ plasma discharges are on. We refer to this setup — also shown in Fig. 2(a) without the enclosing bricks — as to “plasma on 2.” The other three configurations† examined in this work are: “plasma on 3” (Fig. 2(b)), “plasma window 2” (Fig. 2(c)) and “plasma window 5” (Fig. 2(d)). The configuration “plasma on 3” differs from “plasma on 2” for the absence of four plasma discharges at the four corners of the square lattice, and hence the active plasma discharges are $N_D = 28$. In “plasma window 2” 10 plasma discharges are turned off on three sides of the square lattice; the remaining $N_D = 22$ active discharges provide a rear screen and a front opening through which the dipole is expected to radiate preferably. Finally, the same windowing concept is realized with the configuration “plasma window 5”, though $N_D = 24$ active plasma discharges are retained.

The LEGO model of any configuration of the PAA looks similar to the one shown in Fig. 2(a) for “plasma on 2.” Yet, fewer LEGO bricks are generally involved, because only the bricks that enclose active plasma discharges must be included in the calculations on the grounds that a plasma discharge becomes “transparent” to EM waves when it is off. This assumption can be motivated by observing that, upon switching off the circuit that drives the discharge, the electrons and ions that form the plasma recombine to yield an electrically inert and neutral gas. Furthermore, the permittivity of the neutral gas is approximately the same as that of free space. From the viewpoint of the LEGO approach, the latter means that no object is present inside the relevant brick and, as medium ➀ and ➁ are also endowed with the same constitutive parameters, no scattered fields are produced in response to an

---

† The reason for the non-consecutive numbering of the configurations is that we have selected the most meaningful ones out of a much larger set of cases investigated.
impinging EM wave. In conclusion, such an “empty” brick contributes naught to the EM model of the PAA, because the scattering operator degenerates into the null operator.

2.3. Model of the Plasma Discharges

The discharges considered in this work are composed of weakly ionized plasma in which the thermal motion of the particles can be ignored and the density is not disturbed by an impinging EM wave. As a result, the cold-plasma approximation and the fluid model are well justified for representing the plasma response [28], and the spatial distribution of the plasma density is temporally constant. Furthermore, we assume the plasma discharges have been preformed by some excitation circuits (e.g., in the microwave regime as in [12]) not included in the LEGO model for the sake of simplicity. More specifically, each tube is filled with the same uniform plasma made of argon ions, electrons and neutrals with an electron temperature of 3 eV and a neutral pressure of 15 mTorr. The plasma is collisional and possibly magnetized by an external magnetostatic field $B_0$ parallel to the axis of the canisters. Therefore, in a system of Cartesian coordinates in which $B_0 = B_0 \hat{z}$, the permittivity dyadic reads:

$$\varepsilon_\parallel(r; \omega) := S(\hat{x}\hat{x} + \hat{y}\hat{y}) + P\hat{z}\hat{z} + jD(\hat{x}\hat{y} - \hat{y}\hat{x}),$$  \hspace{1cm}(3)$$

with the coefficients (Stix parameters [11]) given by

$$S := 1 - \sum_\alpha \frac{\omega_{pa}^2 (\omega - j \nu_\alpha)}{\omega[(\omega - j \nu_\alpha)^2 - \omega_{co}^2]}, \quad P := 1 - \sum_\alpha \frac{\omega_{pa}^2}{\omega(\omega - j \nu_\alpha)}, \quad D := \sum_\alpha \frac{\sigma_\alpha \omega_{co} \omega_{pa}^2}{\omega[(\omega - j \nu_\alpha)^2 - \omega_{co}^2]},$$  \hspace{1cm}(4)$$

where the symbol $\sum_\alpha$ implies summation over the species that form the plasma. Besides, $\omega_{pa} := \left[ n_\alpha q_\alpha^2/(\epsilon_0 m_\alpha) \right]^{1/2}$ is the plasma frequency, $\omega_{co} := \sigma_\alpha q_\alpha B_0/m_\alpha$ the gyrofrequency, $\sigma_\alpha := \pm 1$ the particle charge sign, and $\nu_\alpha$ a phenomenological collision frequency. The collisions — a process that accounts for the lossy nature of the plasma — have been included by means of a Krook model [28]. In particular,
electron-electron and electron-neutral collisions are dominant and, in fact, dependent on the electron
temperature and the operational frequency $f$. For instance, with the data listed above the electron
collision frequency for a plasma density $n_e = 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$ is about 55 MHz at $f = 2.27$ GHz (see Sections 2.4
and 3). As a result, the plasma behaves as an opaque dielectric medium rather than as a conductor.

As is well known, a cylindrical-shaped uniform plasma discharge can support surface plasmon waves
propagating at the plasma-vacuum interface along the discharge axis. Since these waves are not excited
at the chosen operational frequency ($f = 2.27$ GHz) for plasma densities in the range $10^{18}$–$10^{20}$ m$^{-3}$ (see Sections 2.4 and 3) the plasma tubes that form the PAA work in the regime of non-resonant scattering.

2.4. Solution with MoM and Convergence with Eigencurrents

To proceed with the solution of (2), we need to compute the algebraic scattering operators $[S_{kk}]$, $k = 1, \ldots, N_D$, [26, Eq. (44)] of the bricks. Still, since the $N_D \leq 32$ discharges are identical, we must only determine $[S_{11}]$ and can even re-use it to analyze all the configurations of the PAA, as long as neither the frequency nor the plasma parameters are varied. For the numerical inversion of (2) with the MoM [26, Section IV] we model the surface of the dipole ($S_A$) and the surface of the bricks ($\partial D_k$) with 3-D surface triangular tessellations, and the volume occupied by the plasma discharges with tetrahedral meshes. In particular, we employ $N_A = 372$ ($2N_F = 1368$) surface basis functions on $S_A$ ($\partial D_k$), and $N_O = 2544$ volume basis functions in each plasma discharge. With these positions, the algebraic total scattering operators $[S]$ [26, Eq. (49)] relevant to the four configurations of Figs. 2(a)–2(d) have rank $2N_DN_F \in \{43776, 38304, 30096, 32832\}$, respectively.

As explained in [26], we use the eigencurrents expansion method (EEM) in order to compute the
contribution of the LEGO bricks to the modified EFIE (2). To this purpose, we must choose the number
of coupled eigencurrents $N_C$ properly, because $N_C$ affects the calculation of $[S]$. Ideally, we would like
to retain as few eigencurrents as necessary to attain convergence of the results while minimizing the
computational time. And yet, it is difficult to predict the "optimal" $N_C$ since the latter depends on
many quantities such as plasma density, size and distance of the bricks, to name but a few parameters.
Therefore, we have conducted a preliminary convergence study for the worst case scenario, namely, the
PAA configuration “plasma on 2.” To be specific, we have solved the problem of Fig. 2(a) by using ever
more coupled eigencurrents, and then observed the variation of the input impedance $Z$ and of the gain
function $g(\theta, \phi)$ as $N_C$ is gradually increased. For instance, the behaviour of $Z$ at $f = 2.27$ GHz for a
plasma density $n_e = 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$ as a function of $N_C \in \{50, \ldots, 450\}$ is plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).

While $N_C = 50$ eigencurrents are clearly too few for the results to be accurate, however, we see that
$Z$ converges very fast to a final stable value. Finally, we mention that the convergence pattern of $Z$ with
$N_C$ for $n_e \in \{10^{19}, 10^{20}\}$ m$^{-3}$ is similar to the ones of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Likewise, the convergence
of the gain function $g(90^\circ, \phi)$ at the same operational frequency can be examined with the aid of

![Figure 3. Reconfigurable PAA: Convergence of solution computed with LEGO and EEM as a function of the number of coupled eigencurrents $N_C$ for the configuration “plasma on 2” shown in Fig. 2(a); (a) Real part of antenna impedance; (b) Imaginary part of antenna impedance; (c) Antenna gain $g(90^\circ, \phi)$.](image-url)
Fig. 3(c) in which we have superimposed the results for the non-magnetized plasma discharges only for $N_C \in \{100, 200, 300\}$. The gain functions obtained with $N_C = 200$ and $N_C = 300$ are indistinguishable. The corresponding curves for the case of magnetized plasma exhibit the same convergence rate, and hence are omitted.

This convergence study allows concluding that we can solve all the configurations of the PAA by employing $N_C = 200$ eigencurrents. We have adopted this value for the calculation of the impedances and the gain functions in Section 3.

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PLASMA ANTENNA ARRAY

We now explore the beam-forming and beam-steering capabilities of the PAA by examining a few operational configurations. In particular, we discuss the effect of the plasma parameters on the gain and the input impedance. Due to space limitations we have made a selection of the most significant results; the analysis of additional cases of the same PAA can be found in [16] and [23]. All the configurations described in Section 2.2 have been investigated by solving (2) as explained in Section 2.4.

3.1. Antenna Gain and Radiation Pattern

To begin with, we have assessed the ability of the plasma blanket to block radiation from the dipole in the $xOy$ plane by examining the PAA configurations “plasma on 2” (Fig. 2(a)) and “plasma on 3” (Fig. 2(b)). As already pointed out in [16] with regard to similar arrangements of plasma discharges, the interest in this feature is mostly theoretical for two reasons:

(i) In practice, zero radiation from the PAA can be attained more efficiently by simply turning off the PEC dipole and the plasma discharges.

(ii) Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, even though the PAA can be made not to radiate in an angular region that includes the $xOy$ plane, still substantial radiation may occur at various angles with respect to the $z$-axis, since the length of the plasma discharges is finite and there is no screen at all along the $z$-direction.

The relevant gain functions $g(90^\circ, \phi)$ ($H$-plane) for a plasma density $n_e = 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-3}$ and no confining magnetic field are plotted in Fig. 4(a). The gain of the dipole alone (i.e., when all the discharges are switched off) is superimposed for reference. Contrary to expectation, the best configuration to achieve nearly complete screening is not “plasma on 2”, namely, the one with all the $N_D = 32$ active discharges. Indeed, in this case, the PAA exhibits four main lobes along the four principal planes, and the maximum gain ($G \approx 2.7$) is even larger than that of the dipole alone ($G \approx 1.67$). On the other hand, it may be argued that in the configuration “plasma on 3” switching off four discharges in the corners of the

![Figure 4](image-url)  

**Figure 4.** Reconfigurable PAA: (a) Antenna gain $g(90^\circ, \phi)$ for the configurations shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) and $B_0 = 0$, $n_e = 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-3}$; (b), (c) 3-D radiation pattern $|E_s(\theta, \phi)|/|E_s(\theta, \phi)|_{\text{max}}$ for the configurations of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, and $B_0 = 0$, $n_e = 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-3}$.
square lattice results in some kind of destructive interference which nearly nullifies the radiation in the principal planes $xOz$ and $yOz$ and substantially reduces it for $\phi \in \{45^\circ, 135^\circ, 225^\circ, 315^\circ\}$. Lastly, the 3-D RP of “plasma on 2” (Fig. 4(b)) and “plasma on 3” (Fig. 4(c)) show that in these two states the PAA radiates either in a bi-conical region around the $z$-axis or at angles with the $z$-axis in the principal planes $xOz$ and $yOz$.

We now turn our attention to the performance of the more meaningful cases “plasma window 2” (Fig. 2(c)) and “plasma window 5” (Fig. 2(d)). Intuitively, removing a few active plasma discharges on one side of the square lattice should enhance the radiation in a direction perpendicular to that side (cf. [20]). However, it can be ascertained with the aid of Fig. 5(a) that the number and the position of the plasma discharges on the other three sides of the PAA also have a significant impact on the shape of the gain function $g(90^\circ, \phi)$. For instance, the main lobe produced by the configuration “plasma window 2” is smaller in width and intensity than the main lobe of “plasma window 5”; in particular, the maximum gains are $G \approx 4.7$ and $G \approx 7.2$, respectively, for the two configurations. These conspicuous differences are likely due to the “guiding” effect of the plasma discharges which surround the dipole on the two sides perpendicular to the $y$-direction. Said effect is enhanced for “plasma window 5”, because two tiers of discharges flank the dipole on three sides.

From Fig. 5(b), we notice that the 3-D RP of the configuration “plasma window 2” exhibits four large side lobes with maxima in four symmetric directions in the $yOz$ plane, whereas from Fig. 5(c) the beam-forming effect of the plasma discharges is apparent, given that substantial radiation occurs along the positive $x$-direction in a narrow conical region that includes the $xOz$ plane. Nevertheless, the PAA “plasma window 5” still exhibits four significant side lobes; it can be argued that the latter are due to secondary radiation from the plasma discharges which are of finite extent. It stands to reason that increasing the length of the plasma discharges should reduce the intensity of the side lobes while also boosting radiation towards the positive $x$-direction.

All in all, these results show that the PAA can indeed radiate preferably in a given direction, and that the intensity and the width of the beam can be controlled as well. Besides, since the PAA configurations of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) can be rotated around the $z$-axis in steps of $90^\circ$ by appropriately switching on and off the plasma discharges, the main lobe can be made to point along the four principal planes as desired. Hence, the PAA is reconfigurable with respect to gain and directivity.

Next, we have explored the effect of a uniform magnetizing field $B_0 = B_0\hat{z}$ which makes the plasma non-reciprocal (Section 2.3). The gain functions $g(90^\circ, \phi)$ for “plasma window 2” and “plasma window 5” are plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for $B_0 = \pm 0.1$ T. As can be seen, the main lobe tilts in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction, depending on the orientation of $B_0$. Furthermore, simulations carried out for smaller values of the magnetizing field, e.g., $B_0 = 0.05$ T, show the appearance of a similar, though reduced squint angle. Thus, all in all this phenomenon adds further flexibility to the beam-forming and beam-steering properties of the PAA.

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** Reconfigurable PAA: (a) Antenna gain $g(90^\circ, \phi)$ for the configurations shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) and $B_0 = 0$, $n_e = 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$; (b), (c) 3-D radiation pattern $|E^s(\theta, \phi)|/|E^s(\theta, \phi)|_{\text{max}}$ for the configurations of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively, and $B_0 = 0$, $n_e = 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$. 
Finally, we have investigated the behaviour of the gain function for different values of the plasma density $n_e$; though, we only report results for the configuration “plasma window 5.” At higher densities $n_e \in \{10^{19}, 10^{20}\}$ m$^{-3}$, the plasma frequency $\omega_{pe}$ and the collision frequency $\nu_e$ increase (Section 2.3) and hence the discharges tend to behave ever more similarly to a lossy conducting medium at the operational frequency $f = 2.27$ GHz. As a consequence, the screening and guiding effects of the active discharges become more pronounced. Nevertheless, this does not seem to further improve the gain in $xOy$ plane. On the contrary, it is seen from Fig. 6(c) that the main lobe becomes smaller, as the plasma density is increased. Actually, the corresponding 3-D RP (omitted due to space limitations) shows that at higher densities the PAA “plasma window 5” radiates substantially in an angular region around the $z$-axis. This may be partly due to the fact that, the plasma being denser, the guiding effect of the discharges along the $z$-direction prevails over the similar phenomenon occurring towards the positive $x$-direction (normal to the “window”). In addition, as the plasma losses are larger for higher densities, the maximum gain may be reduced because more power is absorbed by the active discharges.

3.2. Antenna Impedance and Power

To examine the behavior of this PAA as a circuit element, in Table 1 we have listed the input impedances ($Z$) of all the configurations analyzed in this paper; the impedance of the dipole alone (i.e., all plasma discharges switched off) is included for reference. On the whole, the presence of the plasma discharges appears to shift the antenna resonance (with respect to that of the dipole alone, that is) and to reduce the real part of $Z$. On the other hand, the effect of an external magnetizing field on $Z$ is only marginal.

Interestingly, the configuration “plasma window 5” — which exhibits the best performance in terms of gain — is not resonating at $f = 2.27$ GHz. Prompted by this finding, we have examined the behaviour of this particular configuration as a function of the operational frequency $f$ in the range [1, 2.5] GHz for non-magnetized plasma discharges with density $n_e = 10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$. The computed impedance and powers are plotted in Fig. 7 versus the electric length $d/\lambda_0$ of the dipole with $\lambda_0$ the wavelength in free space. The corresponding quantities relevant to the dipole alone are superimposed for comparison.

It is then apparent from Fig. 7(b) that the PAA of Fig. 2(d) resonates at $f \approx 2.2$ GHz ($d/\lambda_0 \approx 0.44$), a value slightly lower than the resonant frequency of the solitary dipole. We can qualitatively motivate the downshift of the resonant frequency by arguing that the dipole in the presence of the active plasma discharges radiates as though it were immersed in an effective medium with complex permittivity which in magnitude is larger than one. Besides, from Fig. 7(c) we see that, when resonating, the PAA absorbs as much power as about four times the power entering the dipole in free space. At a first glance this may seem at odds with Fig. 7(a), because at $f = 2.2$ GHz, $\text{Re}Z \approx 13.35\Omega$, which is smaller than the corresponding value for the dipole alone. But then, it must be recalled that with the delta-gap approximation of the antenna feed [26] we take the voltage generator of intensity $V_G$ as the independent
Table 1. Input impedance of the PAA†.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAA configuration</th>
<th>Re $Z$ [Ω]</th>
<th>Im $Z$ [Ω]</th>
<th>$B_0$ [T]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dipole (all discharges off)</td>
<td>70.56</td>
<td>−7.14</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma on 2 (Fig. 2(a))</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>28.13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma on 3 (Fig. 2(b))</td>
<td>13.64</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma window 2 (Fig. 2(c))</td>
<td>44.14</td>
<td>−5.52</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma window 2 (Fig. 2(c))</td>
<td>43.52</td>
<td>−5.93</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma window 2 (Fig. 2(c))</td>
<td>43.52</td>
<td>−5.93</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma window 5 (Fig. 2(d))</td>
<td>25.64</td>
<td>33.36</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma window 5 (Fig. 2(d))</td>
<td>25.14</td>
<td>32.99</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma window 5 (Fig. 2(d))</td>
<td>25.14</td>
<td>−5.93</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† At the operational frequency $f = 2.27\,\text{GHz}$ and for a plasma density $n_e = 10^{18}\,\text{m}^{-3}$.

Figure 7. Reconfigurable PAA: Impedance and powers as a function of the electric length of the dipole for the configuration “plasma window 5” shown in Fig. 2(d); (a) Real part; (b) Imaginary part, and (c) input and radiated powers when the PAA is energized with $V_G = 1\,\text{V}$ in the delta-gap model of the feed.

forcing term and therefrom we derive the current flowing in the antenna port, and hence the approach yields the admittance $Y = 1/Z$ as the “natural” circuit parameter. The calculations indicate that, for the case under study, Re $Y$ at $f = 2.2\,\text{GHz}$ is indeed larger than the corresponding value for the solitary dipole. Therefore, the fact that we compute the input power through the formula $P_{\text{in}} := \text{Re} Y |V_G|^2/2$ reconciles the results of Figs. 7(a) and 7(c).

Last but not least, we notice from Fig. 7(c) that the radiated power $P_{\text{rad}}$ obtained by computing the flux of the Poynting vector through the sphere at infinity is equal to the input power for all practical purposes, and this means that the plasma, though collisional, has negligible losses at $n_e = 10^{18}\,\text{m}^{-3}$. The latter conclusion also applies to the remaining configurations, wherefrom it follows that the efficiency $\eta = P_{\text{rad}}/P_{\text{in}}$ of the PAA is very close to unity. This definition does not factor in other “losses” such as, e.g., the power required to energize the discharges (see [12] for an experimental setup), but this analysis is outside the scope of the paper.

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have numerically demonstrated the beam-forming and beam-steering functionality of a PAA composed of a conventional metallic half-wavelength dipole and a variable number of cylindrical plasma discharges. Depending on the distribution of the active discharges, the PAA can be made to radiate preferably in the principal planes $xOz$ and $yOz$, and additional squint of the beam is provided by an external magnetic field, if present. For the particular frequency considered here, the simulations indicate that most likely $n_e = 10^{18}\,\text{m}^{-3}$ represents an optimal value for the plasma density.
The feasibility of this PAA is predicated on the realization of cylindrical-shaped plasma discharges that achieve the desired density in the prescribed range of neutral pressure. As mentioned in Section 1, plasma discharges can be generated in different ways, and the most common approaches include capacitive, inductive, wave-heated, and DC discharges [29], which work in different pressure ranges, and may have natural density limits for efficient power transfer to the plasma. An early prototype of the PAA could be made out of commercial fluorescent lamps, which rely on DC excitation. Although the latter may produce noise, this can be reduced through a pulsing technique, whereby the plasma is generated by extremely short bursts of direct current [5]. Still, another downside of fluorescent lamps is the high pressure (> 10^3 mTorr) of the gas inside the tube; this quantity cannot be controlled and degrades the performance of the PAA. Therefore, in a practical setup the plasma discharges can be realized by coupling RF power capacitively or inductively. Specifically, the plasma can be generated by means of a couple of ring electrodes, which are wrapped around the external surface of the glass tube that contains the gas and are fed with high-voltage (3 kV) RF power (e.g., [12]). In this way, density values of 10^{18} m^{-3} can be attained with less than 100 W of power and neutral pressure in the range of 30 mTorr.

Finally, future research may include assessing the effect of the length and radius of the plasma discharges. Also, it may be worth investigating whether for a given number of plasma tubes, an optimal placement exists that can maximize the gain in a given direction. Work is under way to explore the effect on the RP of plasma inhomogeneity and actual profiles of an external magnetic field.
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